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ON RINGS WITH FINITE SELF-INJECTIVE

DIMENSION TT

(Dedicated to Professor Goro Azumaya on his 60th birthday)

By

YaSUO IWANAGA

For a module M over a ring R (with an identity), pd (M) and id (M) denote

the projective and injective dimension of M, respectively. In the previous paper

[5] and [6], we called a (leftand right) noether ring R n-Gorenstein if id(RR)Sn

and id (RR)Sn for an rc^O, and Gorenstein if R is n-Gorenstein for some n.

This note is concerned with two subjects on Gorenstein rings. In §1, we consider

the modules of finiteprojective or injective dimension over a Gorenstein ring

and, first,show that the fmiteness of projective dimension coincides with one of

injective dimension. Then it follows that the highest finiteprojective (or injec-

tive) dimension is n for modules over an n-Gorenstein ring and, next, such

modules over an artinian Gorenstein ring are investigated. Finally, we present

some example to compare with Auslander's definition of an n-Gorenstein ring.

In §2, for a Gorenstein ring R, we consider a quasi-Frobenius extension of

R and show it also is a Gorenstein ring. Further we generalize [3, Corollary 8

and 8'] to the case of a quasi-Frobenius extension. Also an example concerning

with a maximal quotient ring of a Gorenstein ring is presented.

1. Modules of finite projective or injective dimension

We start with the next proposition which states [4, Korollar 1.12] and [7,

Corollary 5] more precisely:

Proposition 1. For a noether ring R,

id (i?/?)=sup {flatdim (E); RE is an iniectiveleft R-module.) .

Proof. By [2, Chap. VI, Proposition 5.3],

(*) Tor? (AR, RE) = UomR (Ext^ (AR, RRR), RE)

for any finitelygenerated right j?-module AR, injectivelefti?-module RE and i>0.

First assume id (RR)―n<oo, then Ext≫+1(A, R)=0 for any finitelygenerated
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AR and so Tor^+! (A, E)=0 for any injective RE. Further, for any XR, we can

represent X=-＼lm Aa such that each Aa is finitelygenerated and hence

Tor*+J (XR> RE)^lim Tor*+1 (Aa, E)
A

Therefore flat dim (E)^n.

Conversely, if flat dim (E)^n<oo for any injective
RE,

(*) induces

HomR(ExtnR+l(A, R), E)~Tor*+l(A, E)=0

for any finitely generated AR. Now then, by taking RE as an
injective cogen-

erator, it holds that ExtR+1 (A, R)=0 for any finitely generated AR and hence

id (i?^n.

The following was shown in [5] and [6] under certain assumption on the

dominant dimension, but now we can release this assumption and include com-

pletely the commutative case.

Theorem 2. For an n-Gorenstein ring R and an R-module M, the following

are equivalent:

(1) pd (M)<oo , (2) pd (M)^n , (3) id (M)<oo , (4) id (M)S.n .

Proof. Since the implications (1)^>(2) and (2)^>(4) are proved in [1] and

[5], respectively, we prove only (3)=>(2).

Let

Jo J X Jm

0 ―> M -―> Eo ―> Ex ―> > Em ―> 0

be an injective resolution of M and Ki-1=ker(f1) (i― 1, ･■■, m), then in the exact

sequence

" ^^ -"-771-1 ^ ^771-1 ^ -^-771 ^ " J

if pd(£m_i), pd(Em)^n, then pd(/fm-!)^n by [5, Lemma 4]. For an arbitrary

i, in the exact sequence

0 ―* #<_, ―* ^^ ―>/iTi ―>0,

if pd(Ki), pd(Ei^1)^n, then pd(/^_i)^n and therefore pd(M)―pd(K0)^n by

the induction. Thus, it is enough to show pd(E)^n for any injective left module

rE.

Now, since flatdim (E)^n by Proposition 1, let

/re Jn-1 JX

0 ― * Un ―> t/^! > > t/0 ―> £ ―> 0

be a resolution of ,r£ by flat modules Ut (i=0, 1, ･･･, n) and Ci_i=cok(/i)

(i=l, ･･■, n), then pd(£/;)<oo for i=0, 1, ■■■, n by [7, Proposition 6]. First,
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from the exact sequence

o _> Un ■-->un^ ―+ c-! ―>o

with pd (£/,),pd(firi_1)<oo,it follows that pd(Cn-i)<oo. For an arbitrary i, in

the exact sequence

U > Cj+i > Ui > Cj ^U,

if pd (Ci+1), pd(f/j)<oo, then it follows that pd(C;)<°° and hence pd(£)

=pd (C0)<oo by the induction, which is equivalent to pd {E)tkn by the implication

(1)^(2).

From Theorem 2, we are interested in modules M satisfying pd(M)―n or

ld(M)=n over an n-Gorenstein ring. Thus we next consider such modules.

For a module M, we define E*(M) for z^O as the (z+l)-th term in a mini-

mal injective resolution of M and E(M)=E°(M), i.e.

0 ―> M ―> e°(M) ―> ･■･―> E*(M) ―> ■■■

is a minimal injective resolution of M. Dually, if M has a minimal projective

resolution, we define Pf(M) for i^O, similarly.

Theorem 3. Let R be an artinian n-Gorenstein ring, 0-^rR―>E0―> £,―>()

a minimal injective resolution for RR and RM a left R-module.

(1) // id (M)=n, then id(M)=pd(E7l(M))=n and, for any direct summand

RE of En(M), pd(E)=n.

If pd (M)=n, then id (P'l(Af))=pd(M)―n and, for any direct summand rP of

?n(M), id(P)=n.

In particular,id(Pn(En))=pd(En)=n provided id (RR)―n.

(2) // pd (M)=n, then EnPn(M) is isomorphic to a direct summand of a direct

sum of copies of En.

Especially,EnPn(En) is isomorphic to a direct summand of En.

Proof. (1) Suppose id(M)―n and RE an indecomposablesummand of En(M),

then sinceE is of the form E(S) for some simple module RS, the exact sequence

0 ―> RS ―->RE(S) ―> RE(S)/S ―> 0

induces

ExtS(E(S),M) ―> Extfc(S, M) ―> Ext^+1(E(S)/S,M) (exact).

Here, Ext£+1(E(S)/S, M)=0 but ExtS(S, M)=£0 by [6, Lemma 1] since ≪S is

monomorphic to Ere(M), and hence Ext£(E(S),M)=£0. So pd (E(S))^n implies

pd(E(S))=n by Theorem 2.

Next, assume pd(M)=n and RP an indecomposable summand of Pn(M), then
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for any simple homomorphic image RS of P, the exact sequence

0 ―*･≪#―> RP―> RS -―> 0

induces

Ext£(M, P) ―> ExtJ (M, 5) ―> Ext£+W, K) (exact).

Now, since Ext£+1(M, K)=0 but Ext£(M, S)^0 by the dual of [6, Lemma 1],

Extfl(M, P)^0 and hence id (P)=n again by Theorem 2.

(2) Decompose RR into projective indecomposables, then for any projective

indecomposable RP with id(P)=n, E"(P) is isomorphic to a direct summand of

En. On the other hand, if pd (M)=n, id(Pre(M))=n by (1) and hence EnPn(M)

is isomorphic to a summand of a direct sum of copies of En.

Corollary 4. Let R be an n-Gorenstein ring with dom-dim^R'^n and

assume RM a left R-module with id(M)=n, then E"(M) is isomorphic to a direct

summand of a directsum of copiesof En.

Now we present an example which seems itseffinteresting.

Example. Let R be an artinian Gorenstein ring with id (RR)=n and

0―*RR-+E0-+ ･■■―>£re―>0a minimal injective resolution of RR, then we see from

Theorem 3 that En has the largest projective dimension n. Here, we give an

example of n-Gorenstein ring R with pd (Eo)= ■■■= pd(En)=n, which shows that

our definition of an n-Gorenstein ring is different from Auslander's one.

Let k be a field and R a subalgebra of (k)s, all 8x8 matrices over k, having

{cn+c88, c22+c6b, C33+C44, c66, c77, c2i, c31, cS2, c54> c86, c87} as a &-basis where ctjis

a matrix unit in (k)8- Then id(RR)=id(RR)=2, i.e. i? is 2-Gorenstein, gl-dimi?

= 00 and pd(E0)―pd(E1)=pd(E2)=2. Further any left i?-module of projective

dimension=2 is a summand in a direct sum of copies of E^E^E^.

2. A quasi-Frofoenius extension of a Gorenstein ring

For rings /?£T, T/R is called a left quasi-Frobenius (=QF) extension if flT

is finitelygenerated projective and TTR is isomorphic to a direct summand in a

direct sum of copies of THomR(RTT, RRR)R. A quasi-Frobenius extension is a left

and right quasi-Frobenius extension. See [9] for details.

In this section we show a QF extension of a Gorenstein ring is also a

Gorenstein ring. First we observe the following.

Let R, T be rings and F: RM->TM a functor of the category of left R-

modules to one of left T-modules, which satisfiesthe condition :

1) F is exact,
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2) if RE is injective, so is TF(E),

then id (TF(M))^id (RM) for any left i?-module RM. Further if

3) F preserves an essential monomorphism

is satisfied,id (rF(M))=id (RM) for any RM.

The next is a generalization of [3, Corollary 8] to a quasi-Frobenius exten-

sion and concerns with the case of a Gorenstein order T10, Lemrna 51.

Proposition 5. Let T be a left guasi-Frobenius extension of a ring R and

RM a left R-module, then

id(rT($<)HM)^id(ffM).

Proof. By [2, VI Proposition5.2],

TTRRM2tTTRRUomR(RRR, RM)

= tHornR(RHornR(rTR, RRR)T, rM)

Here, TR is projective by [9, Satz 2] and since ＼lomR(TTR, RR)T is projective

([9, Satz 2]), TT(g>RE is injective for any injectiveleft R-module RE. Therefore

the functor TTRR― : RM-^TM satisfiesthe conditions 1)―2) and so

id(rT(g)fiM)^id(≪M).

The following should be compared with [9, satz 31.

Corollary 6. A quasi-Frobeniusextensionof an n-Gorenstein ring also is

an n-Gorensteinring.

In connection with [1, Example (2)] and [3, Corollary8'], we state the

following.

Proposition 7. (1) Let T be a left quasi-Frobenius extension of a ring R

and suppose TR a generator, then

id(rT<g>*M)=id(*M)

for any left R-module M and especiallyid (TT)~id(RR).

Moreover, for a finite group G and a ring R,

idUGiRLGl)=id(RR).

(2) Let T be a quasi-Frobenius extension of a ring R and suppose RT {or TR)

a generator, then

id (rT)=id {RR) and id (Tr)=id (RR).

Rroof. (1) Let F=T<g)R―: RM-+TM, then F satisfiesthe conditions 1)―3)

for TR is a progenerator by [9, Satz 2].
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(2) Let F=UomR(RTT, ―): RM-^TM, then RT is a progenerator and so

id(rHom≪(≪Tr, RR))=ld(TF(RR))=id(RR). Now, since T/i? is a left(resp. right)

quasi-Frobenius extension, TUomR(RTT, RR) is a generator (resp. finitelygenerated

projective) and therefore idCrHom^^TV, fl/?))=id(rT). Also id(Tr)=id (i?^)

follows from (1).

Remark. In Proposition 7, if we replace a ring T by an i?-module and its

endomorphism ring, then we obtain the following.

Let R be a ring, RP a projective left J?-module, T=EndR(P) and assume PT

flat,then the functor F=UomR(RPr> ―): RM-*TM satisfies1)―2) by [2, VI Pro-

position 5.1] and hence id {TF{P))Sid (RP). Observing this fact,

(i) Let R be a left noether ring, RP a projective generator and T=EndR(P),

then id(TT)^id(RR). Therefore it follows immediately that an endomorphism

ring of a faithful finitely generated projective module over a quasi-Frobenius

ring also is a quasi-Frobenius ring. (Curtis and Morita)

(ii) If rings R and T are Morita equivalent, then id (RR)=id (TT) and

id{RR)=id(TT).

Now, if rings R and T are Morita equivalent, there exists a finitely gener-

ated projective generator (i.e. progenerator)
RP and

T = Endij(P). However, if

we delete that RP is a generator, it happens that R is Gorenstein but T is not

and we see also that faithfulnessin Curtis-Morita theorem above is necessary.

For example, let R be a self-basic serial ring and R―Rex@Re2RRez a decom-

position into primitive left ideals such that ＼Re1＼= ＼Re2＼= ＼Re3＼=5 and i?≪i

(resp. Re2) is epimorphic to Ne2 (resp. Ne3) where N is the radical of R. Then

R is a quasi-Frobenius ring, but id(eReeRe) is infinitefor e=e1+e2.

Finally we state an example concerning with a maximal quotient ring of a

Gorenstein ring.

Example. It is easily seen that a classicalquotient ring or more generally

a flat epimorphic extension of a Gorenstein ring also is a Gorenstein ring, but

it is not known yet that a maximal quotient ring of a Gorenstein ring is also

so. (See [11] in the special case.) Here we present an example of a Gorenstein

ring R whose left maximal quotient ring Q has id (§<?)>id (fii?).

Let k be a field,R a subalgebra of (k)5 whose &-basis consists of cu + cb5,

C22+C44, c33,c31,c32,cB4 and Qt (resp. Qr) a left (resp. right) maximal quotient

ring of R. Then R is 1-Gorenstein, id(Q,Qi)=2 and Qr is a quasi-Frobenius ring.
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